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This sample pack contains sound effects, samples, and music inspired by traditional South Asian
Music. It includes a variety of instrumentals that are tailored to modern Hip Hop genres as well. This

sample pack is ideal for those looking to add authenticity to their tracks. It is a great collection of
sounds for film, TV, and game sound designers. The powerful sounds of the 80s and early 90s are

very popular in modern EDM and post-dubstep and are perfect to create bigger hits. As a
professional and experienced sample pack producer, sound designer and DJ, our goal was to bring
authentic sounds directly from the era. This 2-Vinyl Set includes all sounds used in various tracks

from the big tunes in the 1980s. Get authentic sounds which can give a realistic sound to your music.
These virtual instruments have all the analog circuitry to produce some of the most iconic sounds
from the 1970s. The miniKORG 700S is the first mass-produced analog synthesizer in history, from

the company that changed the history of music. The miniKORG 700S shaped the future of music with
its unique sounds, flexibility and detachable keyboard (patented by KORG). The MS-20 is the legend
of synth music and the MS-20 provides countless sounds and a wealth of patching possibilities. The

MS-20 is often referred to as the'mother' of all synths because of its patent groundbreaking
technologies. The Mono/Poly is known for its abundant polyphonic modes, distinctive tonal character
and the powerful PWM locking effects. It's the best-selling analog monophonic synthesizer of all time.

The ARP Odyssey is the official successor of the legendary Oberheim OB-XA and has been re-
discovered in a modern production. As with the original, an exotic and musical adventure lies within
the ARP Odyssey. The WAVESTATION combines a variety of waveforms that result in a unique sound,

and is a testament to KORG's commitment to quality. Prophecy is a physical modeling synthesizer
that is a masterwork of synthesis technology and one of the legendary synths from the legendary

MSR. The TRITON Extreme is an incarnation of KORG's flagship synthesizer of the 2000s and one of
the finest technological achievements of all time. With two oscillators (both extremely analog) and a
simple yet powerful interface, TRITON Extreme was designed to take the 21st century to the heart of
synthesizer music. The TRITON is a unique oscillator-equipped synthesizer for today's contemporary
studio and live performance. With its straightforward and easy to use patching and graphic interface,

it is the foundation for the sounds of the 21st century.
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Immediately chill out with new
progressive house sounds. High-

quality beats mixed and mastered
from scratch in our Platinum Studios,

driving rhythms, warm analog
sounds and sound effects without
boring clichés. You can imagine

yourself with any song of the world
in minutes. Top notch quality awaits
you, it doesnt get better than this.

The Ultimate Progressive House Pack
has got you covered. We are happy

to announce the awesome Trap
Synth Pack 1, a first of its kind fully
licensed expansion with 40 great
Trap Synth sounds and the most

impressive features such as phaser,
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8 analog filters, modulation matrix,
filter sweeps and even additional

VST controls. This library is already a
huge breakthrough for the Trap

community! You know that synth
pack you always wanted to try? Here
it is. Now with a growing library of 8

classical and modern analog
synthesizers. Plus a bonus VST with
arpeggio and noise generators to
spice up your arp synth patterns.
Experience the ultimate sound of

analog. Good luck. A heavily
employed technique to create

amazing lofi samples is to layer your
tracks with real life recordings of any
kind.Ocean waves, fire crackles, city

sounds, rain, river streams the
possibilities are pretty much

limitless. LIFE includes a myriad of
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professionally recorded real life
sounds capable of matching any
mood or ambience you may be

looking for your beat.We honestly
consider this pack a must have in a

music producers toolkit, as its
incredibly versatile and works with
any other genre besides lofi music.

Vicious Vocals and Vox were
developed specifically for use in the

music production field to provide you
with sounds for Vocals and Vocals.

Vicious Vocals comes with a diverse
range of carefully crafted presets for
Vocals and Vox, designed to be easy
to use and to make producing music

for the dance floor a breeze!
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